Newsletter

Here you can read past issues of our newsletter. Please note that beginning in 2003, news about the Baltic Studies Program appears in the Newsletter of the Department of Scandinavian Studies.

- Department of Scandinavian Studies - Summer 2013
- Department of Scandinavian Studies - Summer 2009
- Department of Scandinavian Studies - Spring 2008
- Department of Scandinavian Studies - Spring 2007
- Department of Scandinavian Studies - Summer 2006
- Ten Years of Baltic Studies at the UW: Glancing backward, gazing forward - 2004
- Baltic Fund News - Summer 2002
- Baltic Fund News - Summer 2001
- Baltic Fund News - Summer 2000
- Baltic Fund News - Summer 1999
- Baltic Fund News - Spring 1998
- Baltic Fund News - Winter 1998
- Baltic Fund News - Summer 1997
- Baltic Fund News - Winter 1997
- Baltic Fund News - Spring 1996
- Baltic Fund News - Autumn 1996
- Baltic Fund News - Year End 1995
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